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Project objectives  

• Preliminary assessment of how climate change might alter BC’s carbon balance and 
evaluate approaches for incorporating climate change impacts on growth, decay, and 
disturbance into CFS-CBM3.  

• Pilot-study of landscape-scale modelling framework for assessing how future harvest 
rates and affects climate change on disturbance, regeneration and forest growth will 
influence BC’s carbon balance.  
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Introduction 
Global climate change will have consequences for the carbon (C) balance of the world’s high-

latitude terrestrial ecosystems.  However, because significant changes are being projected in 
both productivity and disturbance regimes, it is not clear whether the combined effect of all 
global change factors will tend to drive these ecosystems towards a C sink or source. Factors 
like elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations, increased atmospheric nitrogen deposition, and 
longer growing seasons may cause significant changes in future forest productivity.  Increases in 
mean annual temperature may also increase C emissions from soil and dead organic matter 
through increased rates of heterotrophic respiration, so the ultimate outcome for net 
ecosystem productivity may not always be positive even if net primary productivity is 
enhanced.  Other recent evidence suggests that disturbances are the primary driver of 
landscape level C dynamics (net biome productivity) of these forests (e.g. Bond-Lamberty et al. 
2007, Kurz et al. 2008a, 2008b).  Several studies suggest that projected increases in severe 
summer fire weather conditions for most of North America will increase area burned by wildfire 
(Balshi et al. 2009, Flannigan et al. 2009), increase direct greenhouse gas emissions, and 
increase residual emissions from the decomposition of dead organic matter killed by fire.  

The future carbon balance of forests is of interest because we rely on the land to be a net 
sink. However, BC forests are now estimated to be a net source of greenhouse gas emissions 
(Dymond and Spittlehouse 2009). As forests impacted by mountain pine beetle are replanted or 
regenerate naturally they are expected to regain their C sink status, but climatic change makes 
the timing of this uncertain.  

The overall objective in this study is to examine what the potential concurrent impacts of 
changes in future regeneration, productivity, decay, and disturbance regimes on the C balance 
of forests in British Columbia from 2010 to 2080.  There are two components to the study. In 
the first we use forest inventory and growth data, estimates of heterotrophic respiration 
adjusted empirically for the impact of climate change and a probabilistic model of future fires 
to bound the potential changes to the carbon balance. In the second approach we are 
developing a carbon balance model that includes dynamic feedbacks within the ecosystem 
based on LANDS-II (Scheller and Mladenoff 2004) modified to explicitly account for the 
influence of climate change on disturbance, regeneration, growth and decay.  

 
Methods 

BC Carbon balance preliminary assessment 
 

• Aggregation of BC’s forest inventory and yield curves 

• Recent fire history data used to parameterize annual area burned function.  

• Recent temperature data drives decay rates 

• One mountain pine beetle future 

• One future harvest  
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• 12 climate change scenarios. As in Kurz et al. (2007), the scenarios that we use are 
intended to quantify response surfaces that describe the bounds of possible future 
effects of these factors.   

• Growth rate recent, decreasing or increasing 

• Decay rate recent or increasing with forecast temperature  

• Annual area burned recent or increasing x 100 random futures 

• Simulation modeling using the Carbon Budget Model of the Canadian Forest Service 
(CBM-CFS3) 

Carbon succession extension to CBM-CFS3 

This part of the project is developing a model to capture dynamic feedbacks within the 
ecosystem.  For example, increased drought leads to more fires and mortality and the potential 
to shift from forest to grassland.  The modelling framework (the Canadian Forest Carbon 
Succession v 0.1) will include spatially-explicit changes to mortality rates, regeneration and 
successional dynamics. This framework will integrate published models: TACA for natural 
regeneration (Nitschke and Innes 2008), LANDIS for spatially-explicit modelling of forest 
ecosystem and management dynamics (Scheller and Mladenoff 2004, Scheller et al 2007) and 
CBM-CFS3 for modelling of forest carbon dynamics (Kurz et al. 2009).  

Regeneration: Planting is given highest precedence and it is assumed that a viable cohort is 
generated and no other reproduction will occur. Seeding dispersal into a site will occur if 
planting, serotiny, or resprouting do not occur. Serotiny is given precedence over resprouting as 
it typically has a higher threshold for success than resprouting. This slightly favors serotinous 
species when mixed with species able to resprout following a fire. Resprouting can be induced 
by many disturbance types. For regeneration by seeding, each species has an effective and 
maximum seeding distance. In order for a species to seed or to resprout on a site, there must 
be sufficient light. Sufficient light is determined by comparing the species’ shade tolerance with 
the shade on the site calculated based on the ratio between the biomass present on a site and 
the maximum possible biomass on a site. The maximum possible biomass varies by ecoregion.  
 
Growth and ageing: Growth and ageing follow the algorithms in the Biomass Succession 
Extension v2.1. Cohort net growth is based on the principles outlined in Scheller and Mladenoff 
(2004). Cohort net growth takes into consideration the maximum annual net primary 
productivity input by the user, the age of the cohort, species, ecoregion, competition and 
maximum biomass possible. Cohort net growth is gross growth minus development-related 
mortality. As a cohort nears its longevity age, there will be an increase in the loss of biomass. 
This is called age-related mortality, and the age at which this mortality begins to be a factor is 
species-specific.  
 
DOM pools: The model captures biomass from turnover (e.g., leaf litter) and age-related 
mortality and adds these to the appropriate DOM pool. Decomposition for every DOM and soil 
pool is modelled using a temperature-dependent decay rate. Decay dynamics are simulated in 
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each year. These algorithms are described in Kurz et al. (2009). Disturbances that operate on 
age-only cohorts interact with the DOM and soil pools. 

Key Results 

BC Carbon balance preliminary assessment 
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Figure 1. Carbon stocks in BC forest ecosystems relative to the stocks in 2010. 12 scenarios: 
grey curve is growth rates, decay rates and area burned based on the recent past; top green 
line is the most optimistic scenario: growth rates increased to 150% by 2080, fire and decay 
rates stay the same. The bottom line, the most pessimistic scenario results from growth rates 
decreased to 50% by 2080, annual area burned increased to double by 2080 and decay rates 
increased as the temperature increases based on a conservative climate scenario. 
 

Among the 12 scenarios, the most optimistic scenario had a high proportion of simulations 
as an annual sink in 2020 and beyond. However, the most pessimistic did not estimate an 
annual sink by 2080 (the end of the simulations). When we summed the annual C flux from 
2010-2080, the future based on the recent past scenario was estimated to be a cumulative sink. 
The scenarios with increased growth were also estimated as sinks. However, increased decay 
alone was enough to move estimates to a source. Increased area burned also created a 
cumulative source over the simulation period. The range of future ecosystem stocks was large 
(Figure 1).  Under the future based on the recent past scenario ecosystem C stocks had 
recovered to 2010 levels by about 2075. This result is similar what is assumed in timber supply 
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modeling. Most of the climate change scenarios showed a decrease of stocks over the 
simulation period. The range of stocks in 2080, divided by 70 years, was 126 Tg CO2e per year. 
Or double BC’s fossil fuel emissions in 2007. 

There are some important implications for natural resource managers. Most importantly, we 
can’t assume there’s going to be a sink with any degree of certainty. We will have the greatest 
impact on the forest carbon balance by adapting practices to maintain or improve growth rates. 
We must also remember that we may not be able to shift the forests from a source to a sink, 
but we can improve on what would naturally occur.  

Carbon succession extension to CBM-CFS3 

Model development and preliminary testing was successful.  

Extension 
A manuscript on the preliminary assessment of BC’s carbon balance under climate change is 

ready for submission as a peer-reviewed scientific paper. Results were used in a presentation to 
the Pacific Climate Impacts Consortium workshop on identifying key themes for forest carbon 
research in BC. An extension note (Dymond and Spittlehouse 2009) on BC’s current carbon 
balance was published.  
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